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People who have had COVID show signs of debilitating fatigue, that may linger for several 

weeks and even months post recovery. Although tests no longer indicate they have the virus, 

most still suffer from symptoms of fatigue, and an intermittent cough for days, weeks, even 

months afterwards. Even those affected with mild symptoms are surprised by the slow recovery 

to a “healthy” normal. As Aquatic Professionals we will have many challenges before us, 

especially in a post Covid-19 pandemic recovery. Working with and coaching those in differing 

stages of recovery will require informative decision making regarding our programming.   The 

following are some implications and aquatic adaptions for us to consider when programming, 

teaching and coaching those clients.  

  

COVID-19 Symptoms Overlap with ME/CFS 

The number of Post COVID infected persons still suffering from on-going symptoms is growing 

exponentially as recovery data is being collected.  SARS-CoV-2 (Coronavirus) can affect the 

brain causing neuroinflammation of several systems throughout the body, resulting in chronic 

fatigue. (Zhang-26)   In an international survey published in May of 2020 the most frequent 

symptoms reported were Fatigue, Post exertional Malaise (PEM), and cognitive dysfunction or 

“brain fog”.  This condition is being called “Long COVID” by researchers and those afflicted 

called “Long Haulers. (Komaroff and Bateman 2021) 

“Long Haul” symptoms are quite similar to those who have been diagnosed with an illness 

called Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/ Chronic Fatigue or ME/CFS.  (Medscape March 26, 2021) 

The following have been found typical of “long Haulers” whom share similarities to persons 

diagnosed with ME/CFS. (DavisH 4) 

  

-Cardio-respiratory inflammation-breathlessness30.  

-Chronic Fatigue Syndrome- unexplained muscle and joint pain, headaches, flu-like 

symptoms    

 - Post Exertional Malaise (PEM) – “Crash and Collapse” after doing too much 

-Psychological changes-mood, sleep, appetite, motivation 

  

There are notable abnormalities in both “long COVID” and ME/CFS which diminish energy 

production within the cells’ organelles due to neuroinflammation within the brain (Hypothalamus 

and Pituitary glands) resulting in the reduction of transport of metabolic signaling cytokines used 

to fight the disease. (Moldofsky and Patcai. 5) 

According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC) neuroinflammation produces impaired 

energy production, a characteristic of Post-exertional Malaise (PEM) in persons with 

ME/CFS.  Persons with ME/ CFS may experience a “crash” or “collapse” for days, weeks or 

months. Among other immune and brain responses to inflammation, the Mitochondria (Power 

House) in cells are afflicted by the disease, become dysfunctional, and ATP energy production 

becomes depleted during any type of physical exertion. (MorrisG.2013) PEM is a marker on a 

continuum to both of these special populations (Tucker. Medscapes. 2021)  

As with ME/CFS, return to physical activity is recommended as soon as PEM has subsided and 

the person feels ready to participate. (Naviaux 30)  Coronavirus infection affects people 

differently with anywhere from mild to severe symptoms replicating ME/CFS.  Rate of recovery 

is dependent on the individual’s tolerance for physical overload (CDC me/cfs)   A participant’s 
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prior state of health and present physical condition should always be taken into consideration 

when an aquatic program is provided or recommended.  

  

Adaptions for Aqua Professionals 

The following adaptations are based from a model created by a panel of doctors, sports and 

exercise science medicine, and rehabilitation professionals from the United Kingdom (bmj. 

2021) 

This adaption is provided as a pragmatic approach and a simplistic guide to help post COVID 

recovering participants in our aquatic classes regain stamina and return to Healthy “normal” or 

“better” pre-COVID wellness. Recommended is a gradual increase in duration and frequency 

with intensity as tolerable by the participant.  Program modifications, regressions and 

progressions to water exercise movement and intensity can be adopted by the participant 

throughout each recovery phase.  

  

Adapted for water exercise (BORG Scale of intensity Rate of Perceived Exertion 1-10)    

-Phase 1   Focus:  preparation for purposeful water movement with coordination such as water 

walking, breathing exercises, flexibility and ROM, and balance.  Very Light intensity    RPE 1-

3, as tolerated. Pragmatic Approach: PNF 1&2, Bad Ragez, Aqua Stretch, simple stretching. 

Shallow water walking forward, backward, sideways. Simple arm patterns/slicing hand 

positions.  Aqua Yoga or Ai Chi for breathing exercises and balance. 

-Phase 2   Focus:   Prep and base with-Light intensity aqua exercise preparing body for 

gradual water fitness acclimation and intensity continuum. Basic elements of moves, moving 

more water with purpose   RPE 3-5, as tolerated. Pragmatic Approach:  Shallow water low 

impact level 1, 2 or 4   jog, jack, ski, tuck, twist, Wavemaker 6-7 method, dynamic balance, 2-3 

days a week for 10-30 minutes.   

-Phase 3   Focus: Base to build or Light-Moderate intensity with emphasis on cardiovascular 

and muscle endurance Pragmatic Approach:  longer intervals of work with equal amounts of 

rest/recovery, neuro-motor challenges, simple choreography with resting movement sequences, 

buoyancy equipment balance challenges.  Shallow/Deep Water class Formats    RPE 5-7   1-2 

classes per week working up to a 30-45 minutes per class. 

-Phase 4   Focus:  Build- Moderate-Vigorous intensity   gradual increases in cardiovascular 

loads, endurance and muscle strength    Pragmatic Approach:Various Aqua Formats 

including, but not limited to Swimming, Aqua jogging, Aqua Bike, Aqua Pole, Aqua Mats, 

Circuits, HIIT ratios 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, Add-on and Layered Choreography , buoyancy and resistance 

equipment challenges.    RPE 6-8   2-3 classes per week working up to 45-60 minutes. 

-Phase 5   Focus:  Return to healthy “normal” pre-COVID aqua water exercise stamina. RPE 

5   Light to Moderate/Vigorous intensity RPE 6-10   Shallow and Deep Water exercise class 

participation 2-5 days per week.  

  

Conclusion 

Aquatic Fitness Professionals have an opportunity to work with and help a very unique special 

population. The number of Post COVID recovery participants’ in our classes will grow in the 

months to come as facilities open.   Researchers are currently looking at similarities between 

“Long-COVID” recovery and the chronic illness, ME/CFS.   Post-exertional Malaise (PEM)) is a 

marker to consider when teaching client’s about PRE within each phase.  A panel of scientists 
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and doctors from the UK created a model that I used to develop a pragmatic approach to lead 

recovering individuals in our classes to “wins” on their journey to “normal” or “better” health and 

aquatic fitness.  
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